There are two main results we wish to state which are proved in a series of papers starting with [1]. The first is that whenever a particle which is undergoing motion governed by a strong Markov process with stationary transition probabilities and without holding points traces out a fixed trajectory segment, it must trace it out in a fixed length of time depending only on the transition probabilities and on the trajectory segment. This theorem has as an immediate corollary the fact that a continuous Markov process on the real line which always moves in the same direction must do so deterministically. The second main result, an application of the first, is that if two processes have the same hitting probabilities and the second is a strong Markov process with stationary transition probabilities, then the first can be transformed into the second by a nonanticipating change of the time scale, without having to enlarge the a-fields. This is a sharpening of the result given in [2] for two arbitrary processes with the same hitting probabilities and no holding points, but only in the case that the second process is stong Markov.
trajectory segments with r x < r 2 fixed, a constant depending on the trajectory segment and the transition probabilities of the process. This dependence is such that the traversal time of trajectory segments is consistent in the sense that if a segment is the union of other segments, then its traversal time is the sum of the traversal times of its components. That the traversal time of a segment is constant is proved by first showing that it can be written as the sum of an arbitrarily large number of random variables, which, relative to the conditional measure on the trajectory segment, are not only independent but subject to the normality convergence criterion for triangular arrays, in the case that r 2 <+°°, and is therefore normal. Since the traversal time must be nonnegative, its normal distribution must degenerate at a constant. The idea of the proof that the traversal time is the sum of independent random variables is contained in the following observations. Let o x be the first exit time from a ball of radius 1 centered at the location of the process at time 0, and let o 2 be the first exit time after o t from a ball of radius 1 centered at the location of the process at time o x . The paths are grouped into equivalence classes indexed by the three coordinates £ = (X x , X 2 , Z 3 ), where X x is the location of the path at time 0, X 2 is the location of the path at time o x and X 3 the location of the path at time o 2 and then the measure P on path space is disintegrated with respect to the equivalence classes If the condition that there are no holding points is removed, then it is shown that both results still hold when properly modified. The modification takes into account that for each holding point of the Markov process there is a parameter, depending only on the point, such that when the process reaches the point, it holds for an exponential holding time with that parameter. The process thus has more than one sample path in each trajectory segment having holding points. The process, when restricted to a trajectory segment, moves deterministically when it moves and holds exponentially at holding points with the proper parameter. The result so modified yield the Blumenthal, Getoor and McKean theorem directly. 
